
15° EDITION “INTERNATIONAL SHORT FILM  FESTIVAL
MALESCORTO”

28 JULY – 02 AUGUST 2014

RULES and REGULATION

Organizers

The Municipal Authority of Malesco and the Ecomuseo Ed Leuzerie e di Scherpelit (Soapstone and
Stonemasons  Ecomuseum)  organise  the  15th Edition  of  “International  Short  Film  Festival
MALESCORTO” from 28th July to 02nd August, with the aegis of Piedmont Region, The Val Grande
National Park and the Ordine degli Architetti, Pianificatori, Paesaggisti e Conservatori (Association
of Architects in Novara and VCO province) and in collaboration with the Organization “Cercando il
Cinema”

Participants

The  participation  to  the  Festival  is  open  to  all,  without  distinction  of  nationality  or
residence.  Directors,  production companies and educational institutes are also eligible to
participate. 

In  case  of  less  than  18  years-old  participants,  it  will  be  necessary  to  prove  parents'
consensus (or the person who stands in for them)

Requirements

There are no fees to participate.

Incomplete or illegible materials will not be taken into account

Works in languages different from Italian should be presented with subtitles in Italian or in 
English. If you do not want subtitles to be shown under your short film, you must send a 
document with the list of dialogues translated in Italian or in English, otherwise, the work 
will be excluded from participation

Judges could bestow no prizes if they consider short films quality too low

Categories

Short films must fall within the following six categories and they must not exceed the period
of time indicated for each one:

FICTION  (maximum 20 minutes long)

DOCUMENTARY (maximum 20 minutes long)

ANIMATION (maximum 20 minutes long)

ECOLOGICAL (maximum 20 minutes long. Various kind of short films could enter
this category: fiction, documentary and animation)



SHORT FILMS MADE BY SCHOOLS (maximum 20 minutes long. Various kind of
short films could enter this category: fiction, documentary and animation)

SHORT FILMS presented under the new section MALESCORTO LIKES SMART
SHORT  CORTI  (as  far  as  criteria  for  the  new  section,  see  specific  rules  and
regulation for Free and wild and broadcastArchitecture)

Forwarding works

In order to be preselected, works must be sent in DVD format, by regular mail service; the
DVD must be accompanied by the Participation Entry Form and by a presentation of the
author and the work, with photographs and news related to the realisation of the short films.
The DVD must be labeled (on the case too) with the title of the short film, the name of the
director and his personal data, so to let Organizators to contact him.

Works presentation deadline

Works sent for pre-selection must reach the Festival site and be postmarked no later than 20 th

June 2014.

The closing act will be performed on Saturday 02 August at 21:00, including the projection
of finalist short films and the ceremony for winners.

Communication to Winners and Awards

Authors of works selected for the Festival will be notified via email by the Direction of the
Festival.

Selection and jury

Short films will be examined by a panel of judges, no more than five people, chosen by the
Artistic Director of the Festival: Giancarlo Baudena.

Awarding prizes

The Jury will award the following prizes 

BEST FICTION SHORT FILM Prize € 500.-

BEST DOCUMENTARY Prize € 300.-

BEST ANIMATION SHORT FILM Prize € 300.-

BEST ECOLOGICAL SHORT FILM Prize € 300.-

BEST SHORT FILM EXECUTED BY SCHOOLS Prize € 300.- 

Special prizes:

BEST SHORT FILM DECRETED BY THE PUBLIC

BEST ARTISTIC CONTRIBUTION “MALESCORTO 2014”

As far as the new section MALESCORTO LIKES SMART SHORT prizes see specific rules
and regulation for Free and wild and broadcastArchitecture



RULES AND REGULATION OF THE NEW SECTION 

“MALESCORTO LIKES SMART SHORT” 

This new, young and lively section makes two contests available to filmmakers: Free and wild and
broadcastArchitecture.
Malescorto likes smart shorts! We reached the XV edition this year and we are proud to say that
Malescorto is up with the times! Malescorto winks new technologies and trends and it calls out its
audience with a new challenge: the realisation of smart shorts, where  smart stands for high-tech
love too, and short for the running time of this short films contest, shorter than normal ones!
Here you can find two regulations

CONTEST Free and wild

The contest has been conceived and submitted last year for the first time, in collaboration with The 
Val Grande National Park. The new section of the festival has been integrated inside ECST, the 
European Charter for Sustainable Tourism in Protected Areas, a practical tool that enables protected 
areas to develop tourism sustainability. The Val Grande National Park puts forward ECST and act in 
sinergy with all organizations and institutions involved.
In 2013, the Sesia-Val Grande Geopark entered the eminent UNESCO World Heritage Sites List. 
For this reason, Free and wild 2014 broadens boundaries of the area it refers to! Indeed, it will be 
possible to send works realized both inside boundaries of The National Park and its Municipalities, 
but also inside all areas which are part of the Geopark (for more information, visit  
www.parcovalgrande.it/geoparco  )

Participants
The participation to the Festival is open to all, without distinction of nationality or 
residence. 
In  case  of  less  than 18 years-old participants,  it  will  be  necessary  to  prove  parents'  
consensus (or the person who stands in for them)
Every participant could present 3 short films at most.

Compulsory Requirements for the short films admission

The short film length must not exceed 10 minutes 
Video amateurs could participate too and short films could be realised with every kind of
device (film cameras, but also smartphones, tablets, cameras)

The theme is free, but the short film must be shot inside the Geopark, which involves some  
areas of Verbano Cusio Ossola, Biella, Novara and Vercelli provinces(for more information 
about Geopark's boundaries, visit www.parcovalgrande.it/geoparco )
The final work must be  recorded on a DVD

Works in languages different from Italian should be presented with subtitles in Italian or in 
English. If you do not want subtitles to be shown under your short film, you must send a 
document with the list of dialogues translated in Italian or in English, otherwise, the work 
will be excluded from participation
Incomplete or illegible materials will not be taken into account

Awarding prizes Free and wild contest

BEST SHORT FILM SHOT ON SESIA VALGRANDE GEOPARK €300.- 
Offered by The Val Grande National Park

http://www.parcovalgrande.it/geoparco
http://www.parcovalgrande.it/geoparco


broadcastArchitecture CONTEST

The contest is created by the Ordine degli Architetti, Pianificatori, Paesaggisti e Conservatori 
(Association of Architects in Novara and VCO province) inside broadcastArchitecture project

The project aims to explore and examine the connection between detail / architecture / landscape 
and to give a voice to architecture, so to let it become the subject of the narration and not only a 
mere scenography: even in the “great cinematography”, architecture is often use as a function of the  
emotional characterisation of the narration, without never becoming the leading actor of it.

The contest suggests a reflection on the space built by people, for people

Participants
The participation to the Festival is open to all, without distinction of nationality or 
residence. 
In  case  of  less  than 18 years-old participants,  it  will  be  necessary  to  prove  parents'  
consensus (or the person who stands in for them)
Participants could present 1 short film per head, both single person and groups. In case of 
collective works, the role of each group member must be indicated (script, shooting, cutting,
direction...). Every author is legally responsible and have to answer for his/her works.

Compulsory Requirements for the short films admission

The short film running time must not exceed 5 minutes (When speaking about running time 
we mean the time interval between the first and the last imagine, without considering closing
credits on fixed background) 

Short films must be realised with smartphones or tablet
Video format must be an MP4 with a resolution higher than or equal to 640x480 px. 

Italian is the official  language of the contest:  works in languages different from Italian  
should be presented with subtitles in Italian and it is compulsory to send the list of dialogues
translated in Italian or in English.

Interested parties must send, in order to participate to the contest:

Entry form, filled out in every parts and signed, in which it is necessary to certify to be the 
owner of usage rights. It is also necessary to certify to be aware of the document on rules 
and regulation and to accept it unconditionally. 
When sending works, sender declares to be the owner of all usage rights, without exception, 
and he also declares that all contents do not infringe upon current regulations or rights. If the
work contains libelous contents, the sender relieves Organisers from all responsibility linked
to short films contents showed in public.

One copy of the short film on a DVD in MP4 format ,directed to selection 

It is possible to put only one film per DVD, together with all documents which describe the 
video: technical information, credits, possible translation of dialogues...

The label, both on the DVD case and on the DVD itself, must specify: title, running time in 
minutes, director's name and data of owner or owners of rights.
At least  two photos of the set  and one photo of the director (in JPG format,  300 Dpi,  
10x15 cm format) with the disclaimer about the use of materials for promotional purpose 
and about future realisations of a catalogue.



Aside from the number of copies aforementioned, it is compulsory to send one copy for the  
projection, on standard DVD format “720p” HD Ready

The  Selection  Committee  reserves  the  right  to  reject  works  which  prove  to  be  unfitting  with
festival's characteristics, both because of contents and technical inadequacy.

Awarding prizes broadcastArchitecture contest

FIRST PRIZE € 500.-

SECOND PRIZE € 300.-
THIRD PRIZE € 100.-

Offered by Ordine degli Architetti, Pianificatori, Paesaggisti e Conservatori (Association
of Architects in Novara and VCO province)

Selection and jury
The  pre-selection  of  short  films  will  be  made  by  the  Ordine  degli  Architetti,  Pianificatori,
Paesaggisti e Conservatori.

Short films will be analyzed by a panel of three judges: two of them will be elected by The Ordine
degli Architetti,  Pianificatori,  Paesaggisti  e Conservatori  and one will  be elected by the Artistic
Director of the Festival: Giancarlo Baudena.
Authors of pre-selected works will be tipped off via emails by Festival's Organisation

***

POINTS WHICH BELONGS TO EVERY REGOLAMENTATION

Forwarding

Works must be sent to the following address:

Malescorto 2013 
c/o Associazione Cercando il Cinema 
via G. Mauro, 8 
12013 Chiusa di Pesio (Cn)
The expedition of works and documents which are useful for the admission to the Festival, are at
the expense of participants.

Terms
Works sent for pre-selection must reach the Festival site and be postmarked no later than 20th June
2014.

Final provisions 

Works sent for the pre-selection will not be returned.

The Direction of the Festival undertakes no responsibility for any theft, damage or loss of
the material. 

Works in accordance with rules and regulation, both finalists and only participants, will be
catalogued and will be part of the  Festival's archive. The archive will be at schools' and



other institutions' disposal, if they request it, for educational purpose only. Short films may
be used for non profit promotional evenings organised by the City of Malesco, the institution
“Cercando il Cinema”, The National Val Grande Park as far as Free and wild is concerned
and  by  the  Association  of  Architects  in  Novara  and  VCO  province  for
broadcastArchitecture;  works of the latter contest will be part, too, of the Ordine degli
Architetti, Pianificatori, Paesaggisti e Conservatori's archive, for non profit purpose only.

Works will be shown to public at the Council Cinema  of Malesco. From 28th to 31st of July
only pre-selected short films will be shown, Saturday 2nd August at 21.00 there will be the
award ceremony and winning short films will be shown meanwhile.

The projections to the public will be showed at the Cinema of Malesco.

For further information contact the Artistic Director: g.baudena@gmail.com 


